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NB : 1) Question I is compulsory.
2) Attempt any three questions from the remaining questions.
3) Assume suitable data wherever applicable.

I Explain the following:

(a) Differentiate between Big data arrd Small data.

(b) Explain CAP theorem and explain how NoSQL systems guarantee BASE property.

(c) Tell Big data application from visualization perspective.

(d) State the decisions we must make in order to design a K-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm. Explain it for lNN approach.
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2 (a)

(b)

3 (a)

Summarize Hadoop Architectural Model with both ccmoonents ip detai!. List
advantages and iimitations ol- Hatioop.

Apply I step Matrix - Mairix N4ultiplication using MapRedr:ce mode! and solve the
following exarr,ple

I
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For tire graph given below use Clique percolation method and find all communities l0

Apply HITS al

i<.

orithm and generate Hub and Authority score after 2 iterations
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4 (a) What is Recommendation System? Give its different types and an example case
study which provides recommendations to users.

(b) Summarize all NoSQL design patterrrs with example.

5 (a) Apply PCY algorithm to find frequent item set with minimum support 4Coh and l0
hash function h (i, j) : i*j mode l0

T10--- {S, U, N}

T20- {M. O, N}

T30--- {T, [J, E, S]

T40- {W, E, D}

T50- {T, H. U}

(b) Suppose e dala streatn corrsists of integers i,3.5.4 .e,,1,5"9,3.2. t-etthe hash function l0
useC hc:

i1 h(x): x+ I mod 32
ii) h(^): 3x mod 32
iii) h(x):3x+2mod32

Shov,' horv the Flajolet-Marlin algorithm will estimate the number of distinct
elements in the stream.

6 (a) Explain Modified PageRank algorithm with example. Discuss problems of page l0
Rank with solution.

(b) Summarize Bloom's fiiter with example and its applications. l0
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